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ABSTRACT

Online harassment such as trolling, threatening, and bullying becomes a serious issue

regarding our country's present situation. Millions of people from this country are

connected through the internet. Regarding some major social platforms like Facebook,

Youtube and tiktlak, abusive content creates enormous public issues including fear.

Numerous research has been conducted considering this issues in different languages.

however, there were very few research has published on abusive Bangla text detection. In

our experiment, we tried to extract abusive comments from Bangla text using several

classification algorithms such as (Logistic Regression, Multinomial Naive

Bayes,Decision Tree, Support vector Machine ,Random Forest,KNN). The data, we used

in this research, was collected from different online social media, forum, Bangla slang

books and direct speech. The data set consist 2999 sentences in which 1710 sentences are

abusive and the rest of the data are non abusive. In the pre processing part, we have

categorized the data into two polarities abusive noted as 1 and non abusive as 0. The data

was labeled manually. All the special characters and symbols was removed from the raw

data. TF-IDF was used to extract feature from the data. After applying all the

algorithms,the experiment has shown that SVM and LR both performed well. they both

attained 84% accuracy in which SVM achieved 0.84 precision along with 0.91 recall
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
The Internet is an open-access platform where millions of people can gain access easily.

With the popularity of the internet in Bangladesh, more and more people are gaining

access to various social platforms and websites. This rapid open access to these platforms

creates the issue of online harassment which includes cyberbullying, trolling, threatening

which is very concerning compared to the present situation. In our country especially

women and minority groups are the top victims of trolling and threatening To prevent

online harassment and threat many works have been done previously in Different

language. Due to the fact that very few works have been done on the detection of abusive

text in social networks in Bangla than in English, we have decided to conduct this

relevant study.

In our proposed model we have conducted machine learning approach to accomplished

this study. We gathered 2999 Bengali data from different online sources. We mainly

focused on Facebook Youtube and TikTok because these platforms has a vast community

of Bengali people, from the data of internet we came to know that Facebook has more

than 45 million Bengali user and counting, in terms of youtube the number is 34million

and counting. After collecting our desired data set, we preprocessed the data set to make

an appropriate for Machine learning algorithm.We have labeled our data set as abusive

and none abusive denoted respectively 1 and 0. We have used TF-IDF which was

required to convert the text in numerical values so that our algorithm can easily detect the

polarity of any given data Throughout the whole study, we have used 6 major supervised

classification algorithms on our labeled data set to find out positive and negative

comments accurately. Our proposed model can have a significant positive impact on

reducing abusive content. As our model can detect abusive and none abusive text and

also can address them it can help individuals from the threat.
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1.2 Motivation
This paper's intention is to address abusive behavior in social media. Humans are social

beings, they can not stay alone. But day by day they are becoming dependent on the

social network for their communication via messages, chats, and comments. In

Bangladesh on November 2022 facebook stats is 92.46%, Youtube 4.39%, Twitter 1.08%,

Linkedin 1.02%, Instagram 0.59%, and Pinterest 0.33%. Users share their sentiments and

their opinions by posting, readers acquire their opposite opinion by reacting or

commenting. As social media is an open platform, one can easily compose offensive,

abusive, hateful, insulting, vulgar, attacking, Gross, and Filthy comments. This abusive

behavior becomes a research topic for preventing cybercrime such as online harassment,

cyberbullying, grooming, sexual abuse, and blackmailing which are becoming the main

concern in Bangladesh nowadays. So, the main motive of this study is to compile a

unique data set with those toxic comments from social media and develop a classifier

model which will detect, whether the comments are abusive or non-abusive rapidly and

efficiently.

1.3 Rationale of the Study

The majority of individuals of our country are engaged with various social media where

they express their feelings and opinion. sometimes opinion becomes an argument and

when it comes to this way they started bullying and attacking others personally which

then create a messy situation. Sometimes people used double-meaning word to abuse

others, they talk in a complex manner that is not identifiable easily. the use of abusive

language on social platforms may lead us to unexpected fear and harm. Many research

has been done based on abusive text detection using English language so that there are

millions of data available and ones can easily implement their system using these data so

that it it becomes easier to tackle the above-mentioned problem however there is a lot of

scopes to study in Bengali abusive text detection. We have gathered our data set

manually from different sources including Bangla slang books. when we took a look at

these books we found numerous rare Bangla slang for example �鿹﷿�" �鿹��,��� 鿹﷿��

���鿹�� ���鿹,�鿹� �鿹�鿹�� ���鿹,���� �鿹�" as we have used a unique data set, we are hoping to get a

better outcome
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1.4 Project Management and Finance

From the beginning of this project, we maintained a strict time schedule for a particular

task. We make up this project in different phases. First of all, we elected our topic and

title after that we selected some particular platforms for data collection. Following data

collection, we have done our coding portion for this project.

There is no need for financial support for this project as we have done everything on our

own but in the future, if we want to implement this project into a website or other kinds

of system we may need financial support.

1.5 Objective

1. To construct machine learning algorithm which will be able to detect abusive text

in Bengali language.

2. To promote a positive online environment

3. To understand the common pattern of Bengali abusive and none abusive text

4. To improve user experiences in online platforms

1.6 Expected Outcome

In this research, our first and foremost goal is to design a ML model that can accurately

identify and classify abusive and none abusive Bangla text with a high degree of

precision. Throughout this study, we are trying to get the best accurate outcome by using

a supervised machine learning algorithm. People can express their anger and hatred with

a double-meaning Bangla word which is very complex and would be difficult to identify.

Regarding the issue we collected our desired data manually so that our model can

generate the best possible outcome. We expect to gain comparatively better result.

1.7 Report Layout
We organized our study into 6 sections in order to demonstrate the research findings in

an accessible manner for the readers. The report is structured to provide a

comprehensive overview of the research process and results, making it an efficient

resource for those who are eagerly interested in this area of study.
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Table 1.1 Report Layout

Chapter Description

1

This segment gives an introduction to the study.It begins
with the research topic and the motivation behind the study
then explains the rationale for the study also discusses the
desired outcome. At the end of this phase the layout of the
report is outlined, which provides a roadmap for the rest of
the study

2

This Particular phase contains the background study of
the research paper which also include various machine
learning techniques and Previous works related to this
investigation .this chapter also conducts a comparative
analysis to highlight the challenges and limitations of the
study.

3

In Chapter 3, the research methodology is described in
detail. This includes a detailed explanation of the
algorithmic specifics for each of the algorithms used. This
chapter serves a comprehensive overview of the technical
aspects of the research and how they were implemented

4

This segment represents the result analysis of each and
every machine learning algorithm which were used in this
research paper that also includes Experimental
environment, discussion

5

Chapter 5 highlights the ethical aspects and sustainability

of this research paper which includes impact of this

research to our society

6

This section will discuss the possible future direction of
this study and how it can be expanded in the near future. It
also suggests some recommendations regarding the study
at the end it concludes by summarizing the key findings.
Overall offers a comprehensive summary of the entire
study.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Preliminaries
In this research, we sought to address the lack of research on abusive text detection in

Bengali language by developing supervised machine learning algorithms to accurately

detect abusive comments in this language. While there have been numerous studies on

abusive text detection in other languages, there is a shortage of research on this topic

specific to Bengali language. Given the prevalence of abusive language on social media

platforms in Bangladesh, addressing this issue is of great importance. However,

collecting and annotating data for this study was a challenge due to a lack of resources.

Through our research, we hope to contribute to a better understanding of abusive

language in Bengali language and to the development of effective algorithms and

techniques for detecting it.

2.2 Related Works
A growing body of research has been done on using machine learning to find abusive text

in different languages. In this project, we have focused different approaches including the

use of natural language processing techniques, lexical analysis, and supervised learning

algorithms. In this section, we will be examining some of the key studies that have been

conducted in this area and also discuss how they have developed their tools and

techniques for detecting abusive text

Sarker, Manash, et al. [1] Proposed supervised machine learning techniques, along with

N-grams, Gated Recurrent Unit model to detect abusive Bengali text, and they got

highest accuracy of 80.51 % in MNB.

Emon, Estiak Ahmed, among others [2] have implemented a machine learning and deep

learning model where they used 4 supervised ML algorithms and 2 deep learning-based

algorithms named ANN, RNN to detect multiple types of abusive text in Bangla. They

compared the results of the two models and discovered that the RNN based on beep

learning performed better. Banik, Nayan, et al. [3] worked on abusive Bangla toxic

comment classification based on five supervised machine learning algorithms and CNN,
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LSTM. They used word frequency for feature extraction where Both of their deep

learning-based algorithms got the best accuracy of 94.13% and 95.30%

In order to detect abusive text, Awal, Md Abdul, et al. [4] applied the Naive Bayes model.

The model's effectiveness was assessed in their study using cross-validation. Direct and

Google translation are used to translate English into Bangla, and "Youtube.com" is used

to gather the English dataset.

Hussain, Md Gulzar, et al. [5]Also works on this relative are. From their conducted study

we came to know that they utilized a manually developed algorithm that has two

distinctive parts one is for training another is for classifying comments as abusive and

non-abusive. Bags of word model introduced to extract feature. Data collection had been

done manually which consist of 300 Bengali comments.

Lucky, Effat Ara Easmin, et al. [6] recently worked on sentiment analysis on child

abusive pubic comments where they introduced six major machine learning algorithms

such as MNB, RF, DT, SVC, KNN, LR, and two deep learning algorithms namely RNN,

BRT. By comparing two distinctive area they find out BERT outperformed and from

supervised algorithms MNB gave the best result.

Akhter et al. [8] Focused on different supervised ML algorithms while working on social

media bullying detection. In their monograph, they collected data by using java tools

from online platforms. Bangla and English datasets were conducted throughout the whole

study. They have also utilized 10-fold cross validation in both bangla and English data set

to separate non bullied text from none-bullied so that they could get more precise result.

In both language, they got a remarkable result in SVM they that is above 95%

Romim, Nauros, et al. [9] To address unusual speech detection in the Bengali language,

they collected 30000 user data from crowdsourcing. They divided their data set into

seven different classes and have done multi-classification by using a combination of deep

learning and machine learning approaches. Word2Vec, FastTest, and BengFastText had

been used to extract features.Islam, Md Manowarul, et al. [11] Working on

Cyberbullying detection. Throughout the study, they performed multiclassification to

detect and categorize Bengali abusive text. A combination of ML and GRU has been
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introduced for the classification of user comments. TF-IDF, character N-gram feature has

been used to extract feature.

2.3 Comparative Analysis and Summary

As we worked on a unique data set, which we managed to collect and labeled manually

we believed that our model can give a better outcome. Much research has been raised to

tackle the issue of abusive text. But most of them used annotated data sets rather than

creating their own. From some previous works we came to know that they have utilized

variety of supervised and unsupervised ML algorithms, but we used supervised learning

because this type of algorithm can give the best outcome based on unique data set. We

have also gathered some rare slang by interviewing some native Bengali speakers which

might help to get more precise result.

2.4 Scope of the Problem
Abusive language detection in Bangla texts involves identifying and flagging texts that

use language to harm, intimidate, or demean individuals or groups. This is a significant

problem as abusive language can cause serious harm, including mental health issues,

promoting violence and discrimination, and contributing to a negative online

environment. To solve this issue we can use our proposed model, which can help identify

and take action against abusive texts by deleting them or blocking the users who posted

them. We believe that our proposed model will be able to detect abusive text in our

native Bengali language. Which can promote a healthy and safe environment for

everyone.

2.5 Challenges

We gathered our data manually from different online platforms and forums where people

mostly engaged. While we were collecting data, we faced some issues such as some

sentences were very confusing either it can be abusive or none abusive for instance “�� 鿹﷿�
�鿹�鿹���鿹� �鿹�� ﷿��� �� �� �鿹��,�鿹��鿹 �� �鿹,鿹��� 鿹﷿� �鿹�鿹� �鿹鿹��” at the same time

Different people and cultures may have different opinions on what is considered abusive,

and it can be difficult to create a comprehensive and objective definition of abusive

language. As there is not much work available in terms of the Bengali language we felt a

lack of related resources, though it was not very easy to search and collect thus data.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

3.1. Research Subject

Our title of the topic is “Combating online harassment” that involves machine learning

techniques to identify and classify abusive text in the Bangla language. Most of the

people of our country are engaged with various online platform such as Facebook, Tik

Tok , You tube, Instagram etc. Through these platform online harassment are being

occurring continuously. In these platforms,there is no restriction about commenting and

posting in Bangla language so that and people can post whatever they want ,that might

abuse someone or terrify targeted individuals Online harassment such as cyber bullying,

threatening,hate speech is a serious issue regarding our country’s present situation that

can have significant negative impacts on the mental health and well-being of individuals.

Therefore, our main aim is to remove vulgarity from our Bengali communities through

the above-mentioned platforms in this case machine learning algorithms can help to

automatically detect abusive text in online platforms, such as social media or online

forums, and provide alerts to users or moderators to take appropriate action. To tackle

this problem we implemented six major supervised machine learning algorithms to detect

and classify user comments as abusive and non-abusive. As our main aim is to find out

whether a comment is abusive or none-abusive, we focused on binary classification

3.2 Instrument

To conduct our research in this area we have collected 2999 Bangla comments from v

arious online platform such as Facebook ,You tube , Tik Tok as well as Instagram. To

evaluate and justify these comments we have applied. Six major ML classification

algorithms to asses whether the given data is abusive or not , as we are doing binary

classification so that the supervised algorithm has the best match
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3.3 Data Collection Procedure

As more and more people in Bangladesh acquire access to the internet and social media

platforms, online harassment is becoming a bigger issue. Cyberbullying, stalking, and

online threats are just a few of the various forms it can take . It becomes a major problem

of our country a lot of work to done to prevent this type of crime. That’s why ,we decided

to do this abusive text detection research regarding Bengali language. Unfortunately

There has been less research done in Bangla about the detection of abusive text in social

networks, compared to how much has been done in English therefore data set is not much

available to do this . Therefore we determined to collect data manually from online

platforms .we have collected our data from various social platforms such as Facebook,

Instagram, Youtube, Tik Talk and some other Bengali slang books named “Bangla Gali

Obhidhan” We have also used Youtube comment scrapping python tools to extract user

Bengali comments for this study we have managed to collect 2999 Bengali text including

both abusive and none-abusive text among them 1710 sentences are abusive and 1289

sentences are none-abusive text. Throughout this data collection process, we have

encountered some difficulties in finding appropriate sentences to use for our analysis.

Despite these challenges, we believe that our research on abusive text detection in

Bengali language will be valuable in helping to address this important issue in

Bangladesh.
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An illustration of our data set is given below :

Table 3.1 the cleaned data of our data set

3.4 Statistical Analysis

The total data that we have gathered for our research will be illustrated in the following

figure which also includes abusive and none-abusive data

Comments Remarks

��鿹� ��鿹 ��鿹�鿹� ��� 1

�鿹��� ��鿹�鿹��鿹�� �鿹�﷿�� ��鿹 ���鿹� 1

鿹﷿ ���� ���鿹 �﷿ 1

�鿹���� �鿹�鿹 �鿹��

1

�� ��鿹�� ���� ��� � �� ��鿹�鿹 �� �� ��鿹 ��鿹� ��� �

0

��鿹﷿� �� �鿹﷿�� ��� �鿹��鿹� ���鿹 �鿹��

1

�鿹��鿹 ���鿹� ��� ���� ���� ���鿹� ��� ��鿹�鿹 ����鿹 ��鿹�

0

�﷿ ��鿹 ���鿹��� � ��� �� �� �鿹 �鿹﷿鿹�

1

���鿹 ��鿹﷿ �鿹﷿�� �鿹� ����

0
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Table 3.2 Size of the data set

Total Data 2999

Abusive Data 1710

None-Abusive Data 1289

Figure 3.1 Graphical representation of our data set

3.5 Proposed Methodology
Our proposed methodology for detecting abusive text in Bengali language involved

collecting data from various online platforms and Bengali slang books. After collecting

raw comments, we pre-processed the collected data and manually labeled each piece of

text as either containing abusive language or not. We also split the labeled data into a

training set and a testing set, and used the training set to train a machine learning model

to detect abusive text. Our main motive was to follow the supervised learning approach

and apply a classification algorithm for detecting abusive text in Bengali language. We

experimented with different model architectures to find the best model. We then tested

the trained model on the testing data to evaluate its performance, and refined the model

as needed based on the results. This combination of manual data labeling and machine

learning techniques allowed us to create a robust model for detecting abusive text in

Bengali language.
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Raw Data

.

Figure 3.2 overall Methodology
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3.6 Pre-processing

Data pre-processing is the fundamental and most important part to find out valuable

insight from raw data.It is a method of raw data transformation. Raw data may have

many irrelevant and missing values in this part data cleaning take place so that we can get

meaningful insights for our research. It is also regarded as the topmost important step in

terms of machine learning process because it can have significant impact on the

performance of overall machine learning approaches. To conduct this project we gathered

our desired data form various online sources, for instance, Facebook, Youtube, Tik Talk,

and Bengali slang books , we collected our data manually but we also used youtube

comment scrapper tool to extract Youtube comments. After collecting data, we stored

thus in several Google sheet as partial data set then we encountered unnecessary and

noisy data from our datasets. we have removed unnecessary special character

( @,!#$%^&*></’:;’ +_~`) also eliminated special symbols, emojis, English word and

punctuation from every single comment. We have also separated irrelevant sentences

from our required sentences and eliminated them so that we might get a better outcome.

In our dataset we have two columns one is marked as comments another is remarks, we

have labeled our data set and in the remarks column, we have denoted every possible

abusive text as 1 and none-abusive text as 0. After cleaning and labeling all the data we

have merged every partial data set into one final dataset and saved as csv format.

3.3 Illustration of an insightful data set
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3.7 Feature Extraction

After pre-processing the desired data set it requires to extract features. It is a process of

identifying relevant and informative to use in machine learning algorithms.There are

several algorithms that could be used for feature extraction such as Bag of words, Term

Frequency Inverse Document Frequency, and Word Embeddings. Among them, Bag of

words works by compiling a vocabulary of words that appear most frequently in the data

set. in the data set, and representing each document as a numerical vector indicating the

presence or absence of each word in the vocabulary, Term Frequency Inverse Document

Frequency is a sub-variant of Bag of words which works by considering the rarity of a

word across a corpus of documents. It can capture the importance of these specific words

or phrases in identifying abusive language. which might be appropriate for supervised

learning model. In our data set, we have employed TF IDF for extracting features

3.8 Training the Model

Training a machine learning model involves optimizing the model's parameters to fit the

training data as accurately as possible. This is typically done by minimizing a loss

function, which measures the difference between the model's predictions and the true

labels or targets in the training data. For our research, we split our data set into a test set

and a train set. We used 20% of the data for testing and the remaining 80% for training.

To optimize the performance of our model, we applied six different supervised

classification algorithms: Logistic Regression, Random Forest Tree, Decision Tree,

Multinomial Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine, and K-neighbors classifier. The

results of these algorithms were then compared to determine the most effective approach

for our specific data set and task. It is important to carefully evaluate the performance of

different algorithms and select the one that provides the best results for the specific

problem at hand.

3.9 Algorithms

Throughout this research, we have used several classification algorithms to detect and

classify Bengali abusive and non-abusive text. We carefully selected and pre-processed

our data, and used a range of supervised learning algorithms to train our model and make

predictions. A brief summary of outperformed algorithm is given below
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3.10 Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a very useful technique for detecting abusive text in

the Bengali language. It operates by locating the hyperplane in a high-dimensional space

that most effectively distinguishes abusive from the non-abusive text. One of the key

strengths of SVM is their ability to handle high-dimensional and non-linearly separable

data, making them particularly effective for tasks such as detecting abusive text in large

datasets. In addition, they are known for their robustness and ability to generalize well to

unseen data. However, it is important to carefully tune the hyperparameters of an SVM

model in order to achieve optimal performance in detecting abusive text in Bengali

language, as they can be computationally intensive. Despite the potential for increased

training time and resources, SVM have proven to be a reliable choice for many abusive

text detection tasks.

Figure 3.4 Support Vector Machine

3.11 Logistic Regression

Logistic regression is a widely-used machine learning technique for classification tasks. It

is a statistical model that estimates the probability of a binary outcome - an outcome with

only two possible values - based on the values of predictor variables. For example,

logistic regression could be used to predict the probability that a customer will churn
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based on their past behavior or the probability that a patient has a certain disease based

on their medical history. This model is considered to be linear, meaning that it makes

predictions based on a linear combination of the input variables. Logistic regression is

often used in situations where the outcome is binary and the predictor variables are

continuous or categorical. It is a straightforward and effective method for making

predictions in these scenarios, and is often used as a baseline model for comparison with

more complex machine learning models.

Figure 3.5 Logistic Regression

3.5 Implementation Requirement

To carry out this study we have utilized a variety of tools and online platforms which

are given below

1. Google Co Laboratory

2. Python

3. MS Excel sheet

4. Google Sheet

5. Notepad

6. You tube comment extractor tool

7. Several online platforms
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND

DISCUSSION

4.1 Experimental Setup

For the evaluation of this study, we gathered in total of 2999 Bangla data. We targeted

mostly visited websites, social media, and forums to extract data. The main focus have

been given on Facebook, Youtube, Tiktok and a Bengali slang book named “Gali

Obhidan” the data set consist of 1710 abusive sentence and 1289 none abusive sentences.

We saved our data set in Google drive. Data labeling and cleaning procedure are done

manually then we created our proposed model with 80% of the data in the train set and

20% of the data in the test set.

4.1 Experimental Results & Analysis

We have utilized 6 major ML algorithms to examine the test data set. We observed that

logistic regression and SVM got the highest accuracy compared to the other four

algorithms. Multinomial Naive Bayes and Random forest tree also performed very well

but could not overtake SVM and Logistic regression. Logistic regression attained an

accuracy of 84.83% at the same time SVM also got the same accuracy which is also 84%.

Random forest tree and MNB has a relatively high accuracy of 82.16% and 82.33%. On

the contrary, the decision tree model has a lower accuracy of 77.66% and following this

Kneighbors classifier got the lowest accuracy which is 72.16% from the scenario it can

be said that DST and KNN could not perform as per our expectation. Here,we can see

that Logistic Regression and Support vector machine was very effective considering our

data set, this is because these algorithms are well suited for binary classification and can

generate precise result from unique data set. These algorithms can also handle high-

dimensional data effectively.DST algorithm did not suited our data set because this

algorithm requires large data set, even larger than our data set.
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Figure 4.1.1Illsutrating Accuracy of algorithms

Though SVM and Logistic gave the best outcome but its not enough to evaluate the

study as the there may have some biased data so that we have also measured precision,

recall and f1 scores.

Table 4.1 Evaluation measurement

Precision Recall F1 score

0.84 0.91 0.87
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Figure 4.2 Confusion Matrix

4.1 Discussion
The results of our experiment showed that logistic regression and SVM were the most

effective algorithms for detecting abusive text in Bengali language, while decision tree

and kneighbors had lower accuracies. These findings are consistent with previous

research, which has also found that logistic regression and SVM are well-suited for

binary classification tasks and can generate accurate results with unique data sets.To

overcome some drawbacks we need to do further study in future.
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CHAPTER 5

IMPACT ON SOCIETY, ENVIRONMENT
AND SUSTAINABILITY

5.1 Impact on Society

Online harassment is a serious issue in any country including Bangladesh. People can

easily harass, and threaten people through online by being anonymous. Which may affect

the victim very badly. It is particularly prevalent on social media platforms, where it can

be difficult to control and regulate. It is often targeted at vulnerable groups, such as

women and minorities, and can have a disproportionate impact on these groups. In this

case, we think that automated abusive text detection has the potential to make a positive

impact on Bangladesh's online communities. We believe that by identifying and flagging

abusive text this approach will build a hospitable and safe online environment in our

country. In addition, the development and implementation of this type of work can

contribute to the growth and advancement of the field of artificial intelligence in

Bangladesh

5.2 Impact on the Environment
No direct environmental effects are caused by our study. pact however but if we consider

technological terms there may have some impact for instance, to train and test data set

requires some computational power which may indicate energy consumption which is

also ignorable.

5.3 Ethical Aspects
We gathered our information from numerous social media sites with a sizable Bengali

presence. We have kept in mind about user’s privacy while collecting thus data that is

why we collected our data anonymously. No user should have a concern about their

safety. Therefore, there was no privacy issue with data collection at the same time we

carefully considered the source and diversity of training data and took necessary steps to

minimize potential biases in our outcome.
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5.3 Sustainability
To ensure the viability of our research project we need to continually improve and update

the machine learning algorithms and other technologies that have been used. This may

involve incorporating new techniques such as deep learning or artificial intelligence.

In the upcoming future, there are much more possibilities for getting more precise result

by using updated and new technology. As detecting Bengali abusive text and cutting

them off from our online community is the main motive of this study,we believe that this

project can be used in

many different online sectors in our country. It can be apply any website where there are

Bengali opinions or comments exist. It can also be applicable to Facebook, Twitter,

Youtube, Tiktalk, and so on. If this project can be applied to a website nobody can harass

or threaten over that website or platform because this automation will detect abusive

comments so that the admin panel will be able to take necessary steps against the

particular abuser
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATION AND

IMPLICATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

6.1 Summary of the Study

We utilized approximately 3000 Bengali data from different online sources and labeled

them manually and also maintained a standard proportion of abusive and none abusive

sentences after that we applied six ML-supervised algorithms and checked for accuracy.

Logistic regression and SVM gave us the best outcome whereas MultinomialNB and

Random Forest tree also gave us a satisfactory result. Also measured precision, recall,

and f1 score for the best of the study. For the nature of our data set SVM and Logistic

regression performed outstandingly.

6.2 Limitations

• Limitation of Data

• Context-dependent definitions

• Textual complexity

• Bangla is an Evolving language

6.2 Conclusions

In this study, we proposed a methodology for detecting abusive text in the Bengali

language using a combination of manual data labeling and ML techniques. By collecting

and labeling a data set of Bengali text, we aimed to train a ML model that could

accurately detect abusive language and help to create a safer and more positive online

experience for all users. We tested the performance of several machine learning

algorithms on this data set, including logistic regression, support vector machine, random

forest tree, decision tree, MNB, and kneighbors.
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6.3 Implication for Further Study
1. Enrich the data set by adding more data

2. Plan to add phonetic Bangla data set to our model

3. Build a platform

4. Implement an application that can check for abusive content on any online

platform

5. Apply Deep learning algorithm
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